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Summary. --It is pointed out that measurement of the ratio a~x/a vw and the V--A interference term for the high-energy inclusive processes ~(~)+3~-->~+anything (.N) is the proton-neUtron average) can give an estimate of the violation of cht~rge symmetry in these processes. We then give an expression for charge symmetry violation in terms of experimentally measured structure functions above the charm threshold for the above processes for the Salam-Weinberg model. In addition, we give predictions for the neutral current for the processes v(~)-f-3~ *-+ v(~) + anything, below and above the charm threshold for charged currents. It is pointed out that the predictions for the neutral current below the charm threshold are the same as those due to a phenomenological neutral current with SUa
use light-cone algebra to obtain our results in the scaling region.
l. -Introduction.
The scaling observed in the SLAC electron scattering experiments has generated considerable interest in the light-cone analysis of structure functions for inelastic electron and neutrino scattering on nucleons. This is due to the fact that, in the scaling limit, one is probing the structure of the current corn-(*) On leave of absence from the University of Islamabad, Islamabad. ~ F~,YY~ZUDDIN ~lld RIAZUDDIN mututor near the light-cone. The structure functions are related to the Fourier transform of the current commutator. It was pointed out by F~ITzscH and GEL~-MA~ (~) that all of the p~rton model and current algebra sum rules can be obtained, without making any detailed assumptions on the distribution of the partons in a h~dron, by simply abstracting from the free-quark model tensor and the SU3×SUa structure of the current commutators near the light-cone. Once this assumption is made, we have definite predictions regarding the violation of charge symmetry for deep inelastic neutrino-nucleon scattering. We find that deviation from charge symmetry predictions is proportional to sin ~ 0 c, where 0 c is the Cabibbo angle. From the analysis of weak decays, we know that sin ~ 0 o is very small and thus charge symmetry should hold to this accuracy. One way of testing S U3 × S U3 light-cone algebra is to verify that deviations from charge symmetry predictions are small.
In recent years there has been much interest in unified models of weak and electromagnetic interactions. In the version studied by SALAM and WEI~nnG (2) the weak and electromagnetic interactions are mediated by two massive charged 4- vector bosons W~, a neutral vector boson Z and the massless photon A~. The model was extended by WE~nE~G (3) to include the hadron. The gauge group in this model is S~ U2 × U~ and the fundamental fermions on which the gauge symmetry acts are taken to be quark fields. In order to eliminate the strangeness-changing neutral current, a four-quark scheme of GLASItOW, IL~IOPOULOS and MAIANI (~) is used. The symmetries act on two S~ U~ multiplets
Nc ' 2 c with N c ~ N cos 0 c -~ 2 sin 0c, N' c = --N sin 0 o ~-~ cos 0 c and on four righthanded singlets ½ (1 --Ys) (P', P, N, k). Here P, N, ;~ and P' denote four quarks, the first three forming an SU3 triplet, while the fourth quark P' has the same charge as P but differs from the triplet by one unit of a new quantum number, the (( charm ~) C. The vector bosons A,, W and Z, are coupled to the electromagnetic current J~'~ ~ the weak hadronic charged current jw and weak hadronie neutral current J~; these currents being constructed from the four quark fields.
